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Abstract. Various aims of English courses are considered in the article. Effective 

methods of study in the English courses are analyzed in the article. Influence of 

English courses on the students is discovered in the article.    
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Text. Modern world is not possible without English. If a person masters English , he 

can achieve the large results in business or succeed in being promoted in every single 

enterprise. So lately a lot of people have been wishing to learn English by attending 

the English courses, because in mastering knowledge of the English, the chances of 

getting  good  job  increase.       

First of all, the English courses are attended because of various aims :  

 business relationships with the people from abroad  ;  

 tourist business ; 

 preparation for taking various qualified examinations ; 

 learning of one more foreign language  [1, p. 57].   

Secondly, for successful effectiveness of learning of English in the English courses 

one should use effective methods of study, they are  : 

 presentations ; 

 seminars ; 

 various games ; 

 debates in small groups ;  
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 modeling ; 

 fulfillment of projects ;  

 learning by doing ; 

 gradual learning of grammar and lexical categories ; 

 usage of phonetics ; 

 writing of words ; 

 expression of ideas ; 

 learning of more difficult grammar constructions step by step ;  

 learning of vocabulary by heart. [2, p. 45]. 

Thirdly,  one should point that English courses must affect the people who attend 

them, because of :   

  period of study ; 

  equilibrium of  learning of material consequently ; 

 verified methodology of teaching ;  

 fulfillment of different tasks ; 

 groups of people must consist of twelve persons ; 

 control of doing the hometasks ; 

 proper practical necessity of attending them ; 

 desire and activeness ; 

 suitable situation of study. [3, p. 34].  

 So, The English courses are the one of the basic way of learning English. The 

various aims which affect the work of English course play important role in the 

learning of English. The effective methods of study are very important during  

English courses. The English courses are important element of learning of the English 

and they are the main factor to involve the person in learning English in a free time.  
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